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"I suppose you people think you're safe and sound?"
Paul jerked the gun a little, the man went a little pale and continued
with less truculence.
"We're no more than a half-mile from the mine entrance. The air we're
breathing is getting more contaminated by the second. We have no food and
water. If you have no further use for my services, I'd like to get to hell out of
here!"
"And where is this 'hell' you want to get to?"
Paul sounded suitably menacing.
The guide had a return of nervousness.
"Look - we didn't mean you people any harm - we were only doing our
job - "
"Which was?"
"To keep unauthorised people out of the area."
"Why?"
The other ranger interrupted sharply.
"Jenkins - don't answer that!"
Paul turned his attention to him.
"So - that's how it is. Why shouldn't he answer - unless you are what I
suspect you are?"
"What are you getting at, Paul.
"John - I think we've stumbled on to something that's not announced
with a fanfare of trumpets. What we called in the Airforce, a Safe Zone. If you
like, Command Headquarters to administer bits and pieces of the country in
the event that the central government is wiped out. These Safe Zones were
prepared as a contingency, fully provisioned and equipped. The idea being
that certain key personnel were to make their way to these places and
continue government. My guess is, that Jenkins and our unnamed friend, are
the people who were supposed to take this place out of mothballs and get it
ready for the brass. They were also trying to make sure that they didn't play
host to uninvited guests."
John eyed the rangers. He could see from their expressions that Paul
was close to the mark.
"What does that mean for us?"
"It means that there should be enough food and supplies to see us
through. It means that there is proper accommodation, water and air-filtration
- all that's considered necessary to keep the elite of government alive and
well during the aftermath of a nuclear attack."
The ranger leader interjected sharply.
"You're wrong! The resources won't stretch to accommodate half of
your number. This complex is designed to service twenty personnel - no
more."
The man looked almost triumphant. John said softly.
"I'm sorry that you see that as being so much of a victory - but we're
not expecting comforts, only security - and we don't have the mentality that
says - 'Let's cut down the number using the resources, by excluding those
who are not our friends' - we will share everything with you."
Even in the light of the torches, they could see him flush.



"If you're so keen to share what isn't yours, I suggest that you get your
party out of this atmosphere before you breath enough dust to give you blood
cancer!"
They got to their feet and this time, the ranger leader walked in front.
John saw that Paul did not relax his vigilance. It was as well that they had
someone with them who wouldn't have any scruples about using the weapon.
The Apostolic men might not have done so if it came to a challenge - but then
who could tell, if the circumstances dictated a choice between faith and
action? Carl would have seen it in a cut and dried form - trust in God and you
don't
‹need an automatic rifle focused on a man's back. John wasn't sure. God had
provided Paul, who had commandeered the 'Wings' by force and now Paul
held the gun and was ready to use it.
Carl was walking unaided, his arm roughly bandaged with a strip torn
from someone's garment. His mind was still fogged and he found it hard to
concentrate. He was aware that John had assumed command and that
events were moving to a conclusion. The first phase of the Woman's flight
into the wilderness was nearly over. He had listened and comprehended what
Paul had had to say. He didn't approve of the use of the rifle but he hadn't the
strength or the inclination to argue. John was in command - so it seemed and
so he thought - but events were being played out to comply with God's Will -
not that of Carl Steinbecker and John Prentice.
They took one of the tunnels that led downward, following the tall
figure of the ranger leader. His shadow danced on the rock walls in the dim
light of the three torches. One of the smaller children wailed, it was to be
expected and he was joined by a sympathy chorus from the others. The long
hours of tension had finally become too much. The leader didn't slow down.
They turned another corner and entered a long corridor that started with rock
wall and then abruptly, changed to smooth cement. A switch was triggered by
their movement and lights flickered into life, intensifying as they moved
further along the passage. They crossed a threshold. The leader stopped and
waited for them to all come through. They eyed him silently. He gestured to a
heavy steel door.
"If any of you wish to leave, you'd better do it now. I wasn't bluffing
when I said that there were resources for twenty. This party is over sixty, that
will mean reduced rations, a labouring air supply, limited recycled water,
sleeping on rock floors - getting in each other's way and into each other's hair
- If you stay, you stay until the radiation outside reduces to acceptable levels
- and that could be decades - "
No one moved - the ranger leader sighed.
"OK, "It's on your own heads. Someone had better close the door."
There was a sense of finality when the door was shut by the efforts of
three of the brothers. The Ranger leader seemed to relax - he was almost
casual, as if the episode where he had held the Apostolics at gunpoint had
never happened. John felt uneasy, the shutting of the door meant two things,
it meant the shutting out of the increasing horror on the surface but it also
meant that they were committed to years of isolation within the complex. They
were committed to living in harmony with each other according to the
accepted behaviour of their calling as God's Children - even though they
could never pretend to have been a united group in the period of Grace
preceding the First Resurrection. Each had gone his own way and had
resisted all pleas for unity. It didn't matter if some had attended the services,



even they separated themselves mentally from the unity that was needed.
As if that wasn't enough of a problem, they now had three added to
their number who had never been Apostolic. Admittedly Paul had thus far
been a tower of strength, but the other two were being held and the point of a
gun. It was hardly a situation that could continue for the years ahead.
Sometime soon, very soon, a compromise would have to be worked out and a
set of rules agreed that would satisfy the Apostolics and the non-Apostolics.
John glanced at the Ranger Leader, conscious of his fixed stare.
There was no doubt that his troubled thoughts were showing. The Ranger's
gaze was neither friendly nor hostile but there was a trace of mockery and the
hint of a lot of questions. John turned his attention to Carl and wasn't
comforted to find his priest still looking remote, almost stunned. John
wondered what could have happened to him in the darkness of the tunnel.
"So! What happens next?"
The Ranger's tone was a contemptuous as his look.
"What was this place - before it was converted?"
"You have to be joking if you think I'm going to answer tourist's
questions with a gun pointing at my guts!"
John hesitated - uncertain.
"I think the gun has served its purpose, Paul. Get this straight Ranger -
or whatever you are behind that uniform - you're outnumbered by sixty to two
and everyone will be on the look out for any funny business."
The Ranger Leader's eyes widened in innocence.
"Now, what do you think we could do against so many?"
The mockery was very apparent. Paul lowered the automatic with
obvious reluctance.
"Now - What was this place - and how secure is it?
The Ranger took his time to answer.
"It's secure enough against intruders - if that's what you’re getting at.
Whether it's secure against radiation - that we'll find out - it's supposed to be
but then, who can tell what might leak through the limestone from the
surface? What was this place? You don't seem to be too well informed for
people on the run. Haven't you heard of the Wilde National Reserve and the
much flaunted, wondrous system of caverns going deep into the limestone of
the ranges? The park is named after the character who discovered them two
or three hundred years ago. There used to be several entrances but they've
all been sealed - that is, if whoever did it did the job properly - if not, we're all
likely to get blood cancer. That ends my stint as Mr. Ranger, you can manage
the conducted tour by yourselves, I'm sure - "
"That can wait," interjected Sr. Heston firmly. "These children are
about ready to drop - look at the loads they've been carrying."
The Ranger eyed the quantity of supplies that had been
dumped on the floor of the cavern.
"What did you do - rob the local supermarket?"
John flushed.
"New Apostolics don't have to rob anybody!"
"I don't want to know and I don't much care what you call yourselves -
if you looted a store, good luck to you - but that lot won't last you more than a
few weeks."
"And what do you call yourselves?"
Sr. Heston's voice was at its most militant.
"We do want to know and we do care what you call yourselves. Who



did you murder to get those uniforms?"
The Ranger's mockery increased.
"Lady - you're something else! - I'm not obliged to tell you anything -
but I will, because I was always taught to be polite to the weaker sex and be
patient with those who are less intelligent."
Sr. Heston looked about to disprove him on both accounts. Her
tormentor clearly enjoyed the reaction.
"My friend and I are on special assignment, pretty much as your flyboy
with my automatic suggested. We saw your plane land at the strip and
knew that someone would be along. We thought you were the group we were
expecting at first, but then when the plane took off again, we had a rethink -
that's why we jumped you - "
"And will you jump us again? You still haven't told us your names."
"Neither have you, ma'am - I'm Michael Rushton and he's Allan
Jenkins. A little earlier, when those things still mattered, I was a Major with
Special Forces and he was a Sergeant - now, I guess we're just plain mister.
To answer your other question - no we won't jump you again - there wouldn't
be much point."
The sixty or so Apostolics lined up as if they were filing out of church.
They shook hands with the two men. Even Paul followed the pattern. When it
was over, Michael and Allen were clearly puzzled men.
"What the hell made you do that?"
"Nothing in hell, Michael - as we said before - we're New Apostolic and
that's our way."
"Well, isn't that the damnedest thing?" Michael muttered to his
companion.
Carl had joined the file to shake the men's hands. John Prentice drew
him aside afterwards.
"How are you feeling, Carl?"
The priest took a long time to answer, as if both the question and the
response had a long distance to travel.
"Hard to say, John - I suppose I feel better - everything seems -
remote.”
"You must get some sleep - you've run out of steam - "
Carl nodded, his eyes not quite focused.
"Hold the fort for a while, John"
The deacon nodded and then joined the group organising the feeding
and bedding-down of the children. Carl sat against the wall and became
aware of the cold for the first time. He tried to concentrate upon his
surroundings. They were in a fair sized cavern that had been equipped with
electric lights strung on cables cleated into the walls. It was reasonably dry
underfoot but the limestone roof was dripping with seepage from the surface.
In earlier times, the cavern would have served as a marshalling area for
groups taking conducted tours further into the complex.
Michael was leading some of the group into other chambers, Carl
watched the proceedings from a great mental distance, as if the active
centres of his brain had slammed doors and closed windows. His mind drifted
and he heard again, half-forgotten voices pronouncing the words that applied
to their time and circumstances. Jesus had been quoted on His way to
Calvary:
'Daughters of Jerusalem, do not weep for me; no, weep for yourselves
and your children. For the days are surely coming when they will say "Happy



are the barren, the wombs that never bore an child, the breasts that never fed
one." Then they will start saying to the mountains, "Fall upon us"
‹and to the hills, "Cover us". For if these things are done when the wood is
green, what will happen when it is dry?'
Carl mulled over the words, of course they had first applied to the
siege that was clamped around Jerusalem in the time of Vespasian and Titus
- but the words of the Lord carried a far deeper meaning. How many who now
survived out on the surface were with child? How many would conceive
during the Time of Destruction? How many would bear horrors and monsters,
whose genes would be devastated by radiation? How many would dread the
moment of childbirth? How many would turn their eyes away from their own
child, when they held the infant to the breast?
Tears welled into his eyes and trickled unchecked down his cheeks.
The Lord had preserved them, they were hidden under the mountains. Carl
knew that there would be others, not only New Apostolics. Some rulers would
hide themselves as well, they would have fled to the refuges designated for
them. More words flowed into his thoughts, this time from Revelation six:
"Then I watched as he broke the sixth seal. And there was a violent
earthquake; the sun turned black as a funeral pall and the moon all red as
blood; the stars in the sky fell to the earth, like figs shaken down by the gale;
the sky vanished, as a scroll is rolled up, and every mountain and island was
moved from its place. Then the kings of the earth, magnates and marshals,
the rich and the powerful, and all men, slave or free, hid themselves in caves
and mountain crags; and they called out to the mountains and the crags, 'Fall
on us and hide us from the face of the One who sits on the throne and from
the vengeance of the Lamb'. For the great day of their vengeance has come
and who will be able to stand?"
The phrases rang around his head - "Who will be able to stand?" and
"All men, slave or free". The Apostolics had been redeemed and made free
from the slavery of sin, but they had re-entered into that slavery through their
own folly and neglect ' "Who will be able to stand?" The tears continued to
flow unchecked, someone came for him and gently encouraged him to follow.
A little way in front, Sr. Heston led her father. Carl wondered if the old man's
brain was as active as his. He felt a stab of fear, was he withdrawing from
reality like the Apostle? Perhaps the horror would become too much for them
all.
He lay down on a thin blanket on the hard floor and rolled himself into
it. For a while he heard the fretful, restless wails of tired children - and then
he slept.
Paul had decided to keep a close eye on the suddenly co-operative
rangers. The turnaround in their attitude was too sudden for his peace of
mind. If his New Apostolic companions had any particular weakness - that is,
over and above all the others he had observed - it was that they were far too
eager to be trusting and to measure outsiders by their own standards. He
thought of the numerous opportunities he had had to gain the upper hand
during the previous few days. It had been lucky for them that he had no
desire for supremacy. He wasn't going to assume the same for Michael and
Allen. He watched the moments when they drew aside and held brief, private
discussions - that wasn't really the word - Michael was issuing his orders to
the obedient sergeant.
Bill Pascoe had been entrusted with the other automatic rifle. Paul
looked around the chattering group of Apostolics and tried to find him. His



heart sank when he saw that Bill was minus his weapon. No doubt, he had
casually propped it against a wall whilst he got on with other duties. If that
was the case, then it was nowhere to be seen. Paul wondered if it really
mattered, in all probability there would be an armoury, or a cache of weapons
hidden somewhere in the complex.
It occurred to Paul that he had appointed himself to be the sole
guardian of a bunch of civilians - and not ordinary civilians either. Ordinary
civilians had a greater sense of self-preservation. This lot seemed to delight
in putting their tails into the fire, in the sure certainty that the fire would
suddenly not be hot, or that it would be quenched by a divinely provided
rainstorm. He resolved to watch through the night, even after the co-operative
'rangers' had rolled themselves into their blankets.
Michael Rushton grinned in the darkness - there was no hurry, he
could wait. The Airforce man would have to sleep sometime - so there was
plenty of time, no one was going anywhere, certainly for the next ten years
and he intended to command for the bulk of that time. The only professional
amongst them was this Paul, who glowered at him through the darkness. He
was hunched in a blanket, sitting by the wall. Michael respected
professionalism, even if it was in a member of another branch of the armed
forces. The Major knew that he could afford to sleep and that Paul could not.
When the airman became too tired to keep up his guard, Major Michael
Rushton would assume command.
He made a mental inventory of the others. The one called Bill had
shown initiative but he had committed the cardinal sin of abandoning his
weapon. Michael had restrained his eager companion from grabbing it. They
either had both weapons or none, he had no desire to start a miniature war
with both sides evenly matched. It was for this reason that he had refrained
from taking other weapons from the cache. When he had checked to see
whether Bill had realised his mistake and had recovered his rifle, he found it
still standing where it had been left. He dismissed Bill as a serious
challenger.
John Prentice seemed to be the leader but he wasn't. He flapped
around, pathetically anxious to please and to compromise. His wife
interjected with a sporadic stream of suggestions and commands that
attempted to redirect the aimless efforts of her incompetent husband. He was
another one who could be dismissed if it came to a challenge.
Two others puzzled him, he found it hard to evaluate them. Both
carried considerable prestige with the group. The younger one had been the
leader. He walked alone, he had no family and now, for some reason he had
retreated, allowing his deputy to try to control the group. The unknown always
made Michael Rushton cautious, he liked to have all the factors assessed.
The other one, quite clearly had immense prestige and yet he ignored
his followers, allowing his daughter to command him like a child. If this man
ever came back to reality, Michael knew that he would have a real fight on his
hands. The thought of the daughter made him grin in the darkness - now
there was a worthy opponent!
He was content to exercise patience. Everything came to those who
waited. He glanced again at the squatting figure of the airman, conscious of
an unwavering stare. The grin widened, he almost laughed aloud. Just before
he slept, he wondered how long it would be before he could recover his rifle
from a sleeping guard.
In the following days, the group settled themselves into the complex of



passages and caves. John attempted to supervise in an inconsequential way.
His limitations and inability became more apparent as each hour passed -
much to the exasperation of his impatient wife. She wasn't very private in
voicing her frustration.
"Can't you ever make up your mind, John? What are we supposed to
do? First you say this and then you say something else. I think we ought to
do it this way - "
Michael took a mental note of everything. It would all prove useful at a
later stage. He assessed all the weaknesses, whilst outwardly remaining
cordial and helpful. Gradually, he assumed a de facto role as leader,
unscrambling John's half-baked ideas. Paul noted and understood the ploy -
he had been trained to do much the same sort of thing, but the Special
Forces boys were acknowledged as having the edge. He tried to warn John.
"Can't you see what he's doing? Don't take him at face value, for God's
sake!"
"For God's sake, I have to, Paul. We're all in this together - we can't
afford to encourage divisions."
He sounded like an ersatz version of Carl. Paul gave up in disgust and
sought out the priest, to try to make him come back from wherever he had
gone.
"Carl, we need you! The situation's getting out of hand - stop
wallowing in your own misery!'
Carl began a slow grin that somehow didn't complete. He sounded
puzzled.
"John's doing a good job, Paul - you and Bill are doing fine - you don't
need me - I keep telling you, anyone can be the leader - "
"Stop hiding from your God, Carl Steinbecker! I don't know why you
missed out with going with the others - but you were left and your God is
trying to put you to the best use, Snap out of it, man - we need you badly!"
Carl didn't respond as he had hoped. The priest continued staring, not
quite focused, as if he was looking through his visitor and the rocky walls
surrounding them. Paul went away - he had tried. He had a little more
success with Bill, to whom he read the riot act about the abandoned rifle and
the casual acceptance of the outsider's good intentions. Bill looked suitably
contrite and vowed earnestly to take his turn on watch. Paul hoped he could
trust his change of heart. He had to do so - he had to sleep confidently, with
both eyes shut instead of one.
 


